The Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) program awards a stipend to continuing undergraduates to conduct a full-time summer research project under the mentorship of a faculty member. UH undergraduates are selected from various colleges and departments for this competitive summer program.

**PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR FIELD OF STUDY**

**Mamoun Adyel - Civil Engineering**
**Amber Alaniz-Owens - Liberal Studies**
**John Alred - Mechanical Engineering**
** Kennan Bieber - Biomedical Engineering**
** Barry Brinker - HHP**
** Blake Broussard - Chemical Engineering**
** Gregory Buchanan - English Literature**
** Jaime Carrillo - Biology**
** Martin Castaneda - Kinesiology**
** Meredith Chavez - Architecture**
** Joel Cisneros Barrera - Human Nutrition & Foods**
** Hannah Do - Biology**
** Jeremy Evans - Mechanical Engineering**
** Cesar Figueroa - Electrical Engineering**
** Gregory Funchess - Math**
** Yohanna Gomez - Civil Engineering**
** Rebecca Habib - Industrial Engineering**
** Jihad Harmouche - Biology**
** Nicholas Heisig - History, Spanish**
** Sheryl Herin - Devereaux - Liberal Studies**
** Anthony Hoang - Biology**
** Andrew Huynh - Biology**
** Seetha Jagannath - Philosophy**
** Danielle Johnson - Comm Sci & Dis**
** Irina Korotaeva - Mathematics**
** Abigail Lamb - Biology**
** Christy Lee - Comm Sci & Dis**
** Tenee Lopez - Biochemistry**
Floredes Menodiado - Biomedical Engineering
Kendall Mills - Mathematical Biology
Jeffrey Mindrebo - Biochemistry
Jeremy Moncrieff - Philosophy
Keri Myrick - Art
Nhung Nguyen - Computer Sci & Math
Thien Nguyen - Biology/Pre-Med
John Nicklos - Entrepreneurship/Marketing
Nereyda Ochoa - Kinesiology-Exercise Sci
Gulden Othman - Physics, Mathematics
Adesola Oyewole - Health Promotion
Ann Pacheco - Biology
Minh Pham -
Kyley Pitts - Marketing
Joshua Puey - English
Ryan Roy - Psychology
Kerry Schuette - Chemical Engineering
Ian Spencer - Architecture/Environ Design
Diane Stout - Political Science
Matthew Styskal - Biology
Katherine Teeters - Political Science
Kelsea Tennyson - History
Hilario Torres - Mechanical Engineering
Peter Tran - Biochemistry
Tho Tran - Chemistry
Felipe Vazquez - Biology
Paike Xu - Electrical Engineering
Roya Zamani - Biochemistry